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Abstract 

Quasi-classical trajectory calculations on a newly constructed and full-dimensionality potential energy 

surface (PES) examine the dynamics of the reaction of Cl atoms with propene.  The PES is an empirical 

valence bond (EVB) fit to high-level ab initio energies and incorporates deep potential energy wells for 

the 1-chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl radicals, a direct H-atom abstraction route to HCl + allyl radical 

(CH2CHCH2·) products (∆𝑟𝐻298𝐾
𝑜  = 63.1 kJ mol-1), and a pathway connecting these regions.  In total, 

94000 successful reactive trajectories were used to compute distributions of angular scattering and 

HCl vibrational and rotational level populations.  These measures of the reaction dynamics agree 

satisfactorily with available experimental data. The dominant reaction pathway is direct abstraction 

of a hydrogen atom from the methyl group of propene occurring in under 500 fs.  Fewer than 10% of 

trajectories follow an addition-elimination route via the two isomeric chloropropyl radicals.  Large 

amplitude motions of the Cl about the propene molecular framework couple the addition 

intermediates to the direct abstraction pathway.  The EVB method provides a good description of the 

complicated PES for the Cl + propene reaction despite fitting to a limited number of ab initio points, 

with the further advantage that dynamics specific to certain mechanisms can be studied in isolation 

by switching off coupling terms in the EVB matrix connecting different regions of the PES.  

 

1. Introduction 

Biogenic and anthropogenic sources emit a variety of saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons into 

the Earth’s troposphere.1-2  In the marine boundary layer and polluted coastal areas, chlorine atom 

reactions with these volatile organic compounds (VOCs) compete with their removal by oxidation 

reactions with hydroxyl (OH) radicals.3  Hydrogen-atom abstraction reactions produce alkyl or alkenyl 

radicals that react further with O2; in the case of biogenic emissions of terpenes, the resulting enols 

and enones are potential contributors to secondary organic aerosol.1        
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Propene serves as a model for reactions of abundant atmospheric alkenes such as isoprene and higher 

terpenes because it contains both sp2 (C=C) and sp3 (-CH3) hybridized carbon functionality.  The gas-

phase reaction of a chlorine atom with propene 

 Cl + CH3CHCH2  HCl + CH2CHCH2   ∆𝑟𝐻298𝐾
𝑜  = -63.1 kJ mol-1  (1) 

produces HCl and a resonance-stabilized allyl (CH2CHCH2) radical. The abstraction of an allylic H-atom 

from the methyl group is exothermic, with ∆𝑟𝐻298𝐾
𝑜  = -63.1 kJ mol-1 calculated from tabulated heats 

of formation,4-6 but removal of a vinylic H-atom is computed to be endothermic by more than 40 kJ 

mol-1,7 and is not considered further.  Figure 1 shows a schematic potential energy surface (PES) for 

the reaction and indicates the possible reaction pathways.  Direct hydrogen abstraction competes 

with delayed reaction following interaction of the Cl atom with the unsaturated C=C bond; 1-

chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl radicals resulting from addition of the Cl atom lie 80 kJ mol-1 lower in 

energy than the reactants.  Reaction (1), and related reactions in larger alkenes, therefore present an 

opportunity to study the competition between direct and indirect reaction pathways.6, 8-10  No 

transition state (TS) leads straight from the chloropropyl potential energy (PE) wells to HCl products,7 

but a TS has been suggested to connect these deep PE wells with the direct abstraction pathway.6, 9    

 

Figure 1:  Schematic representation of the potential energy surface for reaction of a Cl atom (green) 

with a propene molecule.  The green arrow shows the direct abstraction pathway forming HCl and an 
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allyl radical. The red arrow traces a reaction in which the Cl atom first adds to the C=C bond of propene, 

with interconversion between 1-chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl radicals delaying escape to 

products.  

 

Approximately half of the HCl molecules from reaction (1) form with one quantum of vibrational 

excitation, corresponding to 34.5 kJ mol-1 of internal energy.8  On the basis of this and other evidence 

from their experimental measurements, Pilgrim and Taatjes proposed that the direct abstraction 

pathway dominates HCl production under thermal and low pressure (3-10 Torr) conditions. The 

indirect pathway was argued to favor statistical disposal of the excess energy among the degrees of 

freedom of the products.  Transient infra-red spectroscopy of the HCl products of the related reaction 

of Cl atoms with 2,3-dimethylbut-2-ene in chloroform or tetrachloromethane solutions revealed 15-

25% branching to HCl(v=1) products in the liquid phase.11  Abou-Chahine et al. reasoned that the direct 

abstraction pathway is responsible for HCl production because rapid quenching of excess internal 

energy in a liquid environment would trap adduct chloroalkyl radicals in their associated potential 

energy wells.   

The scattering of products from isolated collisions between Cl and propene, and the similar reactions 

of chlorine atoms with isobutene ((CH3)2C=CH2) and 2,3-dimethylbut-2-ene ((CH3)2C=C(CH3)2), have 

been studied using velocity map imaging (VMI) of either the radical product9 or its HCl partner.6 Single-

photon ionization and VMI of the isobutenyl radicals indicated a uniform scattering of products into 

all angles greater than 30o, when studied using crossed molecular beams of Cl atoms and isobutene 

at a collision energy of 28 kJ mol-1.9 Guided by electronic structure calculations of the energies of 

intermediates along the reaction path, Joalland et al. proposed large amplitude roaming dynamics 

connecting the 1- and 2-chloroalkyl PE wells with the H-atom abstraction pathway via a pathway lying 

lower in energy than the Cl + isobutene asymptote.9  Preston et al. obtained complementary velocity 

map images of the HCl products of Cl + propene, isobutene and 2,3-dimethylbut-2-ene reactions, with 
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vibrational quantum-state resolution, that indicated a preference for forward scattering of HCl(v=1).6 

The mean collision energy in these experiments for the Cl + propene reaction was 27 kJ mol-1. 

Interpretation of the scattering dynamics was guided by direct dynamics trajectory calculations using 

potential energies computed by density functional theory (DFT) methods at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 

level. The computer simulations suggested only a minor contribution (less than 10%) from the indirect 

pathways in the Cl + propene reaction, with direct H-atom abstraction dominating the reaction. Both 

HCl(v=1) and (v=0) products were reported to derive from the direct abstraction pathway. However, 

calculations were limited to only 780 reactive trajectories because of the computational expense of 

the direct dynamics method.   

We have computed and fitted a global PES for reaction (1) of Cl + propene to provide a more complete 

picture of the competition between direct and indirect dynamics in Cl + alkene reactions.  Efficient 

computation of classical trajectories using this PES allows a comprehensive investigation of the 

reactive scattering and the branching between direct and addition-elimination pathways.  We also 

examine the contribution of roaming dynamics to the overall reaction.  The PES was generated using 

an empirical valence bond (EVB) fit 12-13 to high-level ab initio computed energies of reactants, 

products, and numerous intermediate species.  This EVB-fitting methodology follows our recent 

reports of its use in quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) studies of the reactions of CN radicals with propane 

and cyclohexane,14-15 F atoms with acetonitrile,16-17 and Cl atoms with methane.18  These former 

studies examined the dynamics of reactions that range from being close to thermoneutral to highly 

exothermic, but none featured a deep PE well corresponding to a reaction intermediate. 

Section 2 of this paper describes the calculation of ab initio PE points and their fit to EVB functions. 

Section 3 presents the new PESs for the Cl + propene reaction and discusses the outcomes of quasi-

classical trajectory calculations that simulate the quantum-state-specific scattering dynamics.  We 

distinguish direct and indirect reaction mechanisms and explore their consequences for distribution 

of the excess energy among vibrational, rotational and translational motions of the products.  The EVB 
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functionality allows us to switch off coupling terms connecting different regions of the PES, and we 

therefore contrast the dynamics on the global PES with dynamics constrained to the direct H-atom 

abstraction pathway.  The outcomes are compared with available experimental measurements to test 

the quality of our computational description of the reaction dynamics.   

 

2.  Computational Details 

2.1  Electronic Structure Calculations 

There are several intermediates along the reaction profile that are necessary to include in our 

empirical valence bonding routine to describe accurately the reaction dynamics: separated reactants 

and products, 1-chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl intermediates, and a Cl-propene -adduct.  These 

stationary points and transition-state geometries between them were optimized using restricted 

open-shell second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory (RMP2) employing Pople’s 6-311G(d,p) 

basis set.  Explicitly correlated coupled-cluster singles, doubles and perturbative triples (CCSD(T)-F12B) 

energies19 were calculated for these geometries with the VDZ-F12 basis set.20  Basis-set superposition 

error was assumed to be fully accounted for using explicitly correlated methods,19 hence further 

corrections were not carried out.  The 1-chloropropyl, 2-chloropropyl and -adduct regions of the PES 

were further explored by calculating a grid of 300 points of CCSD(T)-F12B/VDZ-F12 energies at 

structures optimized at the RMP2/6-311G(d,p) level of theory, while keeping the C(1)–Cl and C(2)–Cl 

distances fixed.  The MOLPRO suite of codes21 was used to perform all of the electronic structure 

calculations. The effect of spin-orbit interactions, which should slightly stabilize the entrance channel, 

has been neglected here. The equilibrium geometries and structures are given in the Supporting 

Information.  

Difficulties with converging the RMP2/6-311G(d,p) geometries along the direct abstraction pathway 

necessitated a different approach for this region of the PES.  The direct H-abstraction channel was 
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instead mapped by computing CCSD(T)-F12B/VDZ-F12 energies at a set of structures generated by 

performing geometry optimization at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level, fixing the reactive C–H and H–Cl 

distances and the C–H–Cl angle to 180o.  At the RMP2/6-311G(d,p) level of theory, the value of this 

angle at the TS for direct abstraction is 176.2o; the applied constraint therefore does not unduly bias 

the results. 

 

2.2  Empirical Valence Bond Description of the Reaction 

Empirical valence bond theory fits to ab initio energy points provide the reactive PESs used in our 

trajectory calculations.13 Implementation of the EVB method and construction of EVB PESs followed 

the procedures described in our recent study of the Cl + CH4 reaction.18  In the framework of EVB 

theory, the adiabatic reactive potential is obtained as the lowest eigenvalue of the EVB matrix, given 

on the left-hand side of Equation (1), whose entries are all functions of the coordinates of the system. 

For a given structure, the diagonal elements of the matrix, or diabatic potentials, correspond to the 

energy of that species with its bond connectivity. These diabatic potentials are expressed using 

molecular mechanics force fields. The off-diagonal elements describe the coupling between the 

various states and are usually simple functions of the relevant internal coordinates.12-13, 22  A typical 

EVB eigenvalue equation assumes the form: 

[
 
 
 
𝑉𝑅,𝑅 𝑉𝑅,𝑃2 𝑉𝑅,𝑃3 𝑉𝑅,𝑃4

𝑉𝑅,𝑃2 𝑉𝑃2,𝑃2 + 𝐸𝑃2 0 0

𝑉𝑅,𝑃3 0 𝑉𝑃3,𝑃3 + 𝐸𝑃3 0

𝑉𝑅,𝑃4 0 0 𝑉𝑃4,𝑃4 + 𝐸𝑃4]
 
 
 

𝑐 = 𝐸𝑐, (1) 

where VR,R is the force field function corresponding to the connectivity of the reactants R, VPj,Pi and EPj 

are the force-field and reaction energy of the intermediate or product species Pj (here j = 2, 3 or 4 for 

Cl + propene), and VR,Pi is a coupling term between the reactants and the intermediate or product. 

Internal force-field parameters, such as those for stretch, bend, improper torsional, and torsional 
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motions were determined individually for each diabatic potential using the ab initio data in a manner 

described previously18 and are listed in the Supporting Information. 

The flexibility of the EVB method allows various parts of the global PES to be switched on or off by 

including or omitting the corresponding matrix elements in the EVB matrix. In the current study, three 

EVB model potentials were constructed. The direct abstraction EVB potential (EVB1) only included the 

reactant state, the three product states corresponding to HCl and the three equivalent radicals 

obtained by abstraction of one of the three methyl-group H atoms, and the couplings between them. 

The second EVB potential (EVB2) extends the EVB1 matrix by inclusion of the diabatic surfaces for the 

1-chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl radicals and couplings between the reactant state and these  

chloropropyl states, which are themselves coupled to one other. The most complete EVB potential, 

referred to here as the EVB3 or full PES, includes a further state corresponding to the -adduct of the 

chlorine radical with the C=C double bond. This state is coupled to the reactant state, as well as to the 

1-chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl radical states. In the electronic structure calculations, the addition 

products only connect to bimolecular products via entrance-channel structures.  We ensure this 

behaviour in the EVB surfaces by only coupling the three product states to the reactant state. Figure 

2 shows a diagram of these three EVB matrix arrangements.  Both the EVB2 and EVB3 fits span the 

whole PES, but the omission (EVB2) or inclusion (EVB3) of the -adduct state allows us to explore 

which of these two treatments models this region of configuration space better. Because of the 

omission of the -adduct and associated couplings from the EVB2 PES, we refer to it as restricted. 
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Figure 2:  Pictorial representation of the three EVB matrices used in this work. Arrows indicate the couplings 
between the reactants, intermediates and products incorporated in the fits to for EVB1 (black), EVB2 (red) and 
EVB3 (blue) potential energy surfaces.  See text for further details. 

 

2.3  Parameterization of Terms in the EVB Matrix 

The off-diagonal coupling terms in the EVB matrix are represented by one- or two-dimensional 

Gaussian functions.  For the direct abstraction channel in EVB1, EVB2 and EVB3, these coupling terms 

depend on the methyl C–H and H–Cl distances. In EVB2, the reactant state and the chloropropyl 

radicals are coupled by 2D functions of the Cl–C(1) and Cl–C(2) distances. For EVB3, a 1D Gaussian 

function of the sum of the Cl–C(1) and Cl–C(2) distances describes the coupling between the reactants 

and the -adduct. The Cl-atom is loosely bound to the double bond in the -adduct, and this 

interaction is modelled by two Morse potentials between the chlorine and C(1) and C(2) atoms. In 

addition, Buckingham–Corner functions describe the non-bonded interactions between the Cl atom 

and the propene molecule. Furthermore, in EVB3 the -adduct state is coupled to the 1-chloropropyl 

and 2-chloropropyl radical states with 1D Gaussian functions, taking the Cl–C(1) and Cl–C(2) distances 
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as their arguments.  The Supporting Information provides further details about the potential energy 

functions and coupling parameters.    

The CCSD(T)-F12B/VDZ-F12//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) relaxed scan along the direct abstraction channel 

was fitted to give the EVB1 potential. The H–Cl, H–C and C–Cl van der Waals parameters, and the 

coupling parameters were allowed to vary during the fit. The H–H van der Waals parameters were 

taken from the CH4+Cl potential we reported previously and were not altered.18 In the fits to obtain 

the EVB2 and EVB3 potentials, all these parameters were kept fixed at the values obtained from the 

EVB1 fits, and the appropriate coupling terms for the Gaussian functions mentioned above were 

optimized. In the adopted procedure, we first fitted the CCSD(T)-F12B/VDZ-F12//RMP2/6-311G(d,p) 

ab initio points for structures with the Cl atom in proximity to the C=C double bond; these fits returned 

an initial estimate of the coupling terms connecting reagents to the chloropropyl radicals and the -

complex.  Subsequently, trajectories propagated on this preliminary version of the EVB2 surface 

provided approximately 700 randomly selected geometries at which CCSD(T)-F12B/VDZ-F12 energies 

were computed.  These additional points were incorporated into a refined fit to generate the final 

EVB2 and EVB3 expressions. There are 300 electronic structure points incorporated into the EVB1 

potential energy surface, whereas EVB2 and EVB3 use 1000 points.  All the fits used a methodology 

described previously.18 

2.4  Quasi-Classical Trajectory Calculations 

Separate sets of quasi-classical trajectory calculations were performed for each of the three EVB 

potentials.  To propagate the trajectories, we used the VENUS suite of codes23-24 that we previously 

interfaced with our EVB PES module.18 The initial conditions of the trajectories were sampled as 

follows: the starting separation between the center of mass of the propene and the Cl atom was set 

to 6 Å; impact parameters were randomly sampled in the interval from 0  6 Å; the propene molecule 

was randomly oriented, and its zero-point vibrational energy was distributed among its internal 

degrees of freedom with orthant sampling as implemented in VENUS.23 A trajectory time-step of 0.15 
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fs ensured conservation of energy to better than 99.9% at a collision energy of 28.1 kJ mol-1, which 

corresponds to 0.2 kJ mol-1 absolute error of a total energy of 190 kJ mol-1 (chosen as the sum of the 

zero-point and collision energies). Histogram binning separated HCl products into final vibrational (v) 

and rotational (j) quantum states.  Trajectories were discarded if the internal energies of either of the 

HCl and CH2CHCH2 products was below its respective zero-point energy. 

 

3.  Results and Discussion 

The electronic structure calculations summarized in Section 2 provide a map of the potential energies 

for discrete structures of importance in the Cl + propene reaction, and a fit to an analytical function 

(chosen in our case to be the EVB description) generates a continuous potential energy surface.  The 

quality of fits obtained using the EVB method and the topography of the energy landscape for the 

reaction are first examined before we turn to the chemical dynamics observed for our PESs using 

quasi-classical trajectory calculations.    

 

3.1  Potential Energy Surfaces for the Cl + Propene Reaction 

Figure 3 displays two-dimensional representations of selected regions of the PES for reaction (1), 

constructed from the ab initio electronic structure calculations and from EVB fits.  We consider the 

three distinct EVB fits introduced above because they allow us to explore specific classes of reaction 

dynamics in the Cl + propene system.   

The three fits incorporate different regions of the PES and thus require separate comparisons to the 

ab initio surface. Only the reactant and direct abstraction channels for the 3 equivalent methyl H 

atoms are included in the EVB1 potential. The energy of the separated reactants defines zero energy 

of the ab initio and all three EVB PESs.  Along a relaxed scan of the hydrogen-abstraction path, the 
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EVB1 surface has an average unsigned error of 2.0 kJ mol-1 in the -60 to +80 kJ mol-1 region. The energy 

of the separated Cl + propene reactants was selected as the reference (zero energy) level for the ab 

initio and EVB surfaces, and the energy range over which we assess the fit accuracy extends from well 

above our chosen collision energy to a value corresponding to the product asymptote.  The average 

fitting error compares favourably with our recent EVB fit of 300 ab initio points sampled from C3v 

symmetry geometries for the CH4+Cl  CH3 + HCl reaction, which had a corresponding error of 1.2 kJ 

mol-1 in the 0 – 140 kJ mol-1 energy range.18 The EVB2 and EVB3 surfaces deviate from the ab initio 

surface by an average of 12 kJ mol-1 and 10 kJ mol-1 respectively in the -90 to +120 kJ mol-1 potential 

energy region, which was chosen to encompass the radical PE wells incorporated in these PESs. Since 

the EVB2 and EVB3 matrices share the direct abstraction pathway submatrix with the EVB1 PES, the 

mean errors between the DA pathway ab initio scan and all three EVB surface fits to this region are 

almost identical.  

The PESs in the region where the Cl atom is in proximity to the double bond can be partitioned into 

distinguishable sub-regions according to the position of the Cl atom. The 1-chloropropyl and 2-

chloropropyl radicals appear as deep wells of depths -80 kJ mol-1 and -84 kJ mol-1 respectively. They 

are connected by a basin extending to 4  5 Å of separation between the Cl atom and the C=C bond.  

This basin, evident in panels e, g and f of Fig. 3, corresponds to the-complex. When the EVB matrix 

elements describing the covalent Cl-double bond interactions are omitted from the potential in the 

EVB1 model, the Cl atom only experiences van der Waals interactions with the H2C=CH moiety, as 

shown by the missing wells in Fig. 3(f). The EVB2 potential reproduces the two chloropropyl wells (Fig 

3(g)); however, the region between them has two extra barriers compared to the ab initio potential 

(Fig. 3(e)). The breadth of the -complex region is also smaller in the EVB2 fit compared to the ab initio 

grid of points. The inclusion of the -complex and its associated coupling terms in the EVB3 matrix 

removes the barriers and widens the -complex basin region, in evidence in Fig. 3(h).  
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Table 1 compares the energies of various stationary points on the ab initio and EVB1, EVB2 and EVB3 

PESs.  The ab initio and three EVB PES abstraction reaction energies are identical. The energies of the 

direct abstraction TSs on the three EVB surfaces are close to that of the ab initio PES, but are all lower 

by 5 kJ mol-1. The 1-chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl wells in EVB2 and EVB3 are slightly deeper than 

the corresponding ab initio energies.   

Table 1: The ab initio CCSD(T)-F12B/VDZ-F12//RMP2/6-311G(d,p) and EVB reaction and transition-
state energies. 

Reaction / Species 

Energy / (kJ mol-1) 

ab initio EVB1 EVB2 EVB3 

Reactants to allyl + HCl -52.4 -52.4 -52.4 -52.4 
Reactants to 1-chloropropyl -89.1  -91.6 -92.4 
Reactants to 2-chloropropyl -84.8  -92.8 -102.9 

Reactants to -complex -46.1   -46.1 
Direct abstraction TS 27.2 22.6 22.6 22.6 
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Figure 3: Two-dimensional cuts through the potential energy surface for the Cl + propene reaction.  Panels 

(a) – (d):  collinear relaxed scans along the C–H–Cl coordinate. The reactants are located in the bottom right 

corner of each panel. The ab initio CCSD(T)-F12B/VDZ-F12//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) scans are shown in panel (a) 

and are compared with the EVB1 (b), EVB2 (c), and full EVB3 (d) fitted surfaces. Panels (e) - (h): relaxed scans 

around the region of interaction of the Cl atom with the C=C double bond. The distances between the first 

and the second carbon atoms and the Cl atom were kept fixed. The 1-chloropropyl radical is on the extreme 

left of each panel, and the 2-chloropropyl radical is located at the bottom of each panel. The ab initio CCSD(T)-

F12B/VDZ-F12//RMP2/6-311G(d,p) scans are shown in panel (e), and are again compared to the EVB1 (f), 

EVB2 (g) and EVB3 (h) fits. 

 

3.2  Quasi-Classical Trajectory Calculations 

Quasi-classical trajectory calculations were propagated for the Cl + propene reaction using the VENUS 

package23-24 and the methodology summarized in Section 2.  These QCT calculations were performed 

using the EVB1, EVB2 and EVB3 PESs to contrast the dynamics on a global PES with those on PESs with 

restrictions imposed on the allowed reaction pathways. Sufficient numbers of reactive trajectories 

were propagated to extract distributions of the internal energies of the reaction products, 

distributions of product scattering angles, and to analyze the propensities for direct and indirect 

reaction mechanisms. These results are presented here, with comparison to experimental 

measurements where available.  Of the 1.0 million (on the EVB1 PES), 1.6 million (EVB2 PES) and 1.6 

million (EVB3 PES) trajectories propagated, 64,000, 105,000, and 27,000 respectively led to HCl + allyl 

radical products.  Of these reactive trajectories, 34,000, 56,000, and 14,000 satisfied the criterion of 

vibrational energies greater than the zero-point vibrational energies of both products and were 

deemed successful.  Only these last subsets of trajectories were further analyzed. The similar numbers 

of reactive trajectories suggest that the reaction cross sections are comparable for all of the three EVB 

surfaces, regardless of whether the interaction between the Cl atom and the C=C double bond is 

included and how it is treated.  In many trajectories on the EVB2 and EVB3 surfaces, the Cl atom is 

attracted to the -orbitals of the C=C bond, samples the 1-chloro and 2-chloropropyl potential wells, 

but escapes without undergoing chemical reaction. 
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3.2.1  Product HCl Rotational Energy Distributions 

Reactions of Cl atoms with alkanes typically produce HCl that is rotationally cold because of the 

preferred collinear Cl-H-C geometry in the transition state25 and the weakness of anisotropic post-TS 

interactions between the separating HCl and alkyl radical products.26  However, a recent experimental 

report of the dynamics of the Cl + propene reaction indicated that the HCl products were formed with 

considerable rotational excitation.6  This observation is borne out by our trajectory calculations.  The 

plots in Figure 4 of relative populations of HCl in different rotational levels show distributions of 

rotational angular momentum quantum numbers, j, peaking between 8 and 12, with few products 

formed with j < 5.  Computed distributions are presented for all HCl products, and for those formed in 

vibrational levels v = 0 and v = 1.  These distributions show little variation with the choice of EVB1, 

EVB2 and EVB3 PES suggesting features common to all three PESs control the rotational energy and 

angular momentum of the HCl product.  We separate direct and indirect reactions by their time to 

completion treact (defined by product separation reaching 5 Å).  Sampling the 1- and 2-chloropropyl 

regions of the PES takes more time, and we show in Section 3.2.4 that separation into regimes treact < 

1 ps and treact > 1 ps isolates these two reaction mechanisms for further analysis.  The distribution of 

HCl rotational populations for the indirect trajectories is shifted slightly to higher j than the average 

over all trajectories.  As discussed below, trajectories with treact > 1 ps represent only a small fraction 

of all successful reactions. 
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Figure 4:  Rotational level population distributions of HCl from the Cl + propene reaction computed using the 

direct abstraction EVB1 (black), restricted EVB2 (red) and full EVB3 (blue) potential energy surfaces.  (a)  

Rotational distribution for all HCl product vibrational quantum states from reactive trajectories of all 

durations.  (b) As for panel (a), but including only the outcomes of trajectories lasting more than 1 ps.  (c) 

HCl(v=0) and (v=1) product rotational distributions. 

       

Fig. 4(c) illustrates how the maximum in the HCl rotational distribution shifts to lower j when the HCl 

forms in v=1.  For both HCl(v=0) and (v=1) products, the maximum in this distribution corresponds to 

approximately 20% of the available energy entering rotational motion of the HCl, suggesting no 

significant changes to the reaction dynamics leading to these two HCl(v) channels.  The Boltzmann 

plots displayed in Figure 5 show that these rotational distributions are not well described by a single 

temperature.  The plots are presented for trajectories computed on the EVB3 PES, with almost 
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identical results obtained for the EVB1 and EVB2 surfaces as shown in the Supporting Information.  At 

least two regimes are evident in Fig. 5, with an inverted distribution at low j and a higher-j region 

approximated by a temperature of 700 – 900 K.   Preston et al. reported that the HCl(v=0) products of 

the Cl + propene reaction populate rotational levels with a distribution described by a rotational 

temperature of 630 K and a much hotter component ill-described by a single temperature, whereas 

HCl(v=1) products are significantly rotationally colder, with Trot = 200 K.6  Our calculations are therefore 

in partial agreement with the experimental measurements for HCl(v=0) but appear to over-estimate 

the degree of rotational excitation of HCl(v=1) products.  The small fraction of trajectories lasting 

longer than 1 ps favour a higher rotational temperature of the HCl (compare the blue triangles and 

black squares in Fig. 5, or the green triangles and red circles), which may account for the experimental 

observation of a second, rotationally more excited component.  The decomposition of experimental 

data into direct and indirect pathways based on the degree of HCl rotational excitation is not, 

however, as clear-cut as our prior direct dynamics simulations suggested.6    

The extent of HCl rotational excitation differs markedly from Cl + alkane reaction outcomes,25 despite 

both mechanisms involving H-atom abstraction from an sp3 hybridized C-atom.  The greater release 

of energy in the Cl + propene reaction must be in part responsible for this difference, although angular 

anisotropy in the post-transition-state region may also contribute.26  
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Figure 5:  Boltzmann plots of the rotational energy distributions obtained from trajectories propagated on 

the EVB3.  An analysis of all reactive trajectories gives the rotational distributions shown for HCl(v=0) ()and 

HCl (v=1) ()  The corresponding distributions for the small subset of trajectories taking longer than 1 ps to 

complete are also shown for HCl(v=0) (▲) and HCl(v=1) (▼).   

 

3.2.2  Product HCl Vibrational Energy Distributions 

Pilgrim and Taatjes reported an experimental determination for reaction (1) of Cl with propene under 

thermalized conditions at 293 K of the branching to HCl(v=1) and HCl(v=0) of  0.46 (v=1) : 0.54 (v=0) 

with an uncertainty of 0.06.8  This ratio is reproduced remarkably well by our simulations, which 

compute a ratio of 0.02 (v =2) : 0.43 (v=1) : 0.55 (v=0) as shown in Figure 5.  Again, these ratios are 

insensitive to the choice of EVB PES, and they change only modestly when reactions longer than 1 ps 

in duration are considered in isolation.  The vibrational excitation of approximately half the HCl 

products reflects the early transition state to the direct abstraction pathway, which is a consequence 

of the large exothermicity of the reaction.  The mean collision energy in the 293-K experiments is 2.4 

kJ mol-1 whereas our calculations were performed at a collision energy of 27 kJ mol-1, but the 

agreement between vibrational branching ratios suggests that the position of the transition state is 
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more important in determining the product vibrational excitation than is the collision energy (at least, 

for conditions in which the collision energy remains less than the exothermicity of the reaction).  

 

Figure 6:  Vibrational level population distributions for the HCl products of reaction of Cl with 

propene.  The distributions were obtained from trajectories propagated on the direct abstraction 

EVB1 (black), restricted EVB2 (red) and full EVB3 (blue) potential energy surfaces, and are averaged 

over all rotational levels of HCl.  Panel (a) shows the outcomes obtained by analysis of trajectories 

of all durations, and panel (b) shows the vibrational distribution from the small fraction of 

trajectories lasting more than 1 ps.  

 

3.2.3  Product Angular Scattering 

Experimental studies of the reaction of Cl atoms with propene, and the related Cl + isobutene and Cl 

+ 2,3-dimethylbut-2-ene reactions, have also measured the angular scattering of the reaction 

products.  Crossed molecular beam and velocity map imaging studies by Suits and co-workers probed 
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the scattering of the isobutenyl radical product of reaction of Cl atoms with isobutene.9-10  Their 

method of detection did not provide any product ro-vibrational quantum-state resolution, but Preston 

et al. reported dual-beam and VMI studies of the Cl + propene, Cl + isobutene and Cl + 2,3-

dimethylbut-2-ene reactions with imaging of the velocities of HCl(v=1, j=2-4) products.6  The crossed 

molecular beam study of Suits and workers observed nearly uniform product scattering over angles 

from 30-180o (but could not resolve forward scattering into angles below 30o) whereas Preston et al. 

reported a preference for forward scattering of the products in the centre-of-mass frame, albeit with 

broad angular scattering extending back to 120o.   

The computed scattering distributions plotted in Figure 7 for the full EVB PES are qualitatively in good 

agreement with the experimental results of Preston et al., as well as their direct dynamics simulations, 

showing a preference for forward scattering of HCl(v=1) products (averaged over all j) and only weak 

flux into the backward hemisphere.   The same behavior persists when all product HCl vibrational 

levels are included in the averaging.  The dual-beam scattering experiments are vulnerable to 

undercounting the most strongly backward scattered products;27-28 when this experimental limitation 

is taken into account, the agreement with the calculations is very satisfactory.  The subset of 

trajectories with treact > 1 ps exhibit almost equal propensities for forward and backward scattering, 

which is expected when the lifetime of any reaction intermediate exceeds its rotational period.29   

Trajectory calculations using the direct abstraction EVB1 and the restricted EVB2 PESs show a weaker 

preference for forward scattering than for the EVB3 PES, indicating that the additional couplings 

included in the EVB matrix for the EVB3 PES are important for determining the scattering distribution 

and thus are necessary to describe correctly the reactive surface. Examination of the distribution of 

impact parameters leading to reactive events affords further insights: the peak in the impact 

parameter distribution is shifted by about 1 Å to larger values for the EVB3 potential relative to the 

direct abstraction EVB1 and restricted EVB2 potentials.  This shift arises because the attractive 

potential extends further from the carbon framework when the -complex is included in the EVB 
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matrix (e.g. see Fig. 3(h)). As a consequence, a greater number of trajectories with larger impact 

parameters lead to reactive collisions via the direct stripping mechanism we highlight below.  The 

perhaps non-intuitive increase of direct abstraction reactions results from a more complete 

description of the intermediate pathways, thereby causing more pronounced forward scattering.   
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Figure 7:  Angular scattering distributions of HCl products of the Cl + propene reaction in the center-of-mass 

reference frame,  computed using the direct abstraction EVB1 (black), restricted EVB2 (red) and full EVB3 

(blue) potential energy surfaces:  (a)  averaged over all reactive trajectories and all product HCl rotational and 
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vibrational quantum states ; (b) for HCl(v=1) only, averaged over rotational levels; (c) for trajectories lasting 

more than 1 ps, with averaging over HCl vibrational and rotational levels. Panel (d) shows the probability 

distribution function of the impact parameters for reactive trajectories on the three EVB PESs with the same 

color coding. 

 

3.2.4  Direct and Indirect Pathways 

Reactions of Cl atoms with alkanes are dominated by direct H-atom abstraction pathways,25 but the 

introduction of a C=C bond functionality opens up new mechanistic possibilities.  Foremost among 

these are addition to the C=C bond to form a chloroalkyl radical, followed by elimination of Cl or HCl, 

and roaming dynamics corresponding to large-amplitude motions of the Cl atom about the alkene.  

Both Joalland et al.9  and we6 previously identified a pathway connecting the chloroalkyl and direct 

abstraction regions of the PES for reactions of Cl with alkenes.  The influence of passage between 

these regions on the overall reaction dynamics, however, remained uncertain.  Crossed molecular 

beam scattering results hinted at an important role for delayed dynamics associated with interaction 

of the Cl atom with the C=C bond,9-10, 30 whereas our experimental studies of reactive scattering 

suggested the direct abstraction pathway was the more significant.6  This latter deduction was 

supported by the outcomes of a small number of direct dynamics trajectories, computed on-the-fly 

using B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) potential energies.6  The much larger number of trajectories that can be 

computed using our EVB PESs now allows us to address this question with greater confidence.    

The proportion of simulations surviving longer than 1 ps is about 16% for EVB2 and about 10% for 

EVB3. These long-lived trajectories form energized 1-chloropropyl of 2-chloropropyl radicals or -

adducts.  The majority then dissociate back to reactants, but some do dissociate to HCl + allyl radical 

via an indirect mechanism. Non-reactive trajectories that instead complete in less than 1 ps are 

labelled as by-passing.  The fractions of long-lived reactive and non-reactive trajectories are shown in 

Table 2 alongside those for other mechanisms.  The small number of reactive compared to non-
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reactive trajectories is in part a consequence of imposing product zero-point-energy criteria to identify 

successful trajectories.  In the Table, the divisions into reactive and non-reactive outcomes are further 

sub-divided according to their durations.   

Table 2:  Fractions of Cl + Propene Trajectories Separated by Reaction Mechanism.  

 Trajectory type 

PES 

EVB2 EVB3 

 All 0.066 0.017 

Reactive Direct 0.937 0.909 

  Indirect 0.063 0.091 

 All 0.934 0.983 

Non-reactive By-passing 0.840 0.900 

  Long-lived 0.160 0.100 

 

Figure 8 shows further imprints of the reaction time treact on dynamical aspects of the Cl + propene 

reaction.  The figure displays an analysis of the number of reactive trajectories of different durations 

(Fig. 8 (a) and (b)), and variations in average scattering angles (Fig. 8 (c) and (d)) and impact 

parameters (Fig. 8 (e) and (f)) with trajectory duration.  A substantial majority of the trajectories 

completes within 500 fs, and these short-lived trajectories are associated with direct H-atom 

abstraction pathways avoiding delaying interactions with the C=C region in propene. Fewer than 10% 

of reactive trajectories exceed treact = 1 ps, and of these, some are delayed by up to 250 ps (Fig. 8(a)).  

Among a random selection of long-lived trajectories we have inspected, many involve formation of 1-

chloropropyl or 2-chloropropyl radicals.  The predominance of direct abstraction agrees with the 

deduction by Pilgrim and Taatjes from their spectroscopic study of the reaction outcomes.8 The 

shortest duration trajectories have small impact parameters (Fig. 8(f)) and correspond to direct 

rebound dynamics with HCl scattering into the backward hemisphere (>90o) (Fig. 8(d)).  Larger impact 

parameters provide a regime of slightly longer duration trajectories simply because of the greater 

distances traversed in the passage from reagents to forward scattered products.  For time durations 

up to 500 fs, the scattering therefore favours the forward hemisphere (<90o).  Thereafter, the 
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average scattering angle tends towards 90o as long-lived complexes contribute to the reaction (Fig. 

8(c) and (d)).  A range of impact parameters can lead to the formation of these complexes, 

consequently a mean value of the impact parameter of between 1 and 2 Å is obtained for time delays 

greater than 1 ps (Fig. 8(e)).  

 

Figure 8: Dependence of selected properties of the reaction on duration of the trajectories for times 

up to 250 ps (left hand column), and with an expanded view of the first 2 ps (right hand column).  

Panels (a) and (b):  reaction probability. Panels (c) and (d): average scattering angle. Panels (e) and 
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(f): average impact parameter.  Results are shown for the three PESs:  EVB1 (black); EVB2 (red); 

EVB3 (blue).   

The small fraction of trajectories sampling the PE wells of the chloropropyl radicals and the short (<250 

ps) lifetimes of these complexes suggest that the outcomes of the Cl + propene reaction will be 

insensitive to applied bath-gas pressure. Only at pressures of a few bar or above will quenching 

collisions with the bath gas compete successfully with the dissociation of the internally excited 

chloropropyl radicals. 

 

3.2.5  Visualization of Trajectory Types 

Animated examples of trajectories of different time durations are available as Supporting Information, 

and Figure 9 presents schematic illustrations of the different mechanisms we observe.  The 

predominant pathway is direct abstraction of an H-atom from the methyl group, shown in panels (a) 

and (b), which is analogous to the mechanisms of reaction of Cl atoms with alkanes.25  Interaction with 

the C=C double bond, shown in panels (c) and (d), is a minor contributor despite being energetically 

favorable.  Those chlorine atoms that do wander into close proximity with the C=C bond experience 

alternative reaction mechanisms including addition prior to H-atom abstraction, and large amplitude 

motions of either Cl or HCl around the carbon framework. 

The pathway connecting the 1-chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl radical adducts to reaction products 

requires almost, but not necessarily complete separation to the energy of the Cl + propene asymptote, 

as shown in Figure 1.  This connection to the direct abstraction region of the PES leads Cl atoms away 

from interactions with the C=C bond.   The signatures in the HCl product of the dynamics of Cl atoms 

that follow this more circuitous route are therefore difficult to distinguish from those of the direct H-

atom abstraction pathway. Both HCl (v=0 and 1) products form via both mechanisms, and the 

population distributions over HCl rotational levels are very similar.   Preston et al.6 proposed that the 
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degree of rotational excitation of HCl could be used to discriminate between the two reaction 

mechanisms, but the current calculations suggest otherwise.   Moreover, our trajectory calculations 

indicate that the roaming pathway proposed by Joalland et al. in reactions of Cl atoms with isobutene,9 

a reaction expected to be mechanistically very similar to that of Cl atoms with propene, is only a minor 

contributor to the pathways for reaction (1). 

 

Figure 9:  Sketches of characteristic reaction mechanisms observed from trajectories. (a) rebound direct 

abstraction leading to predominantly backward scattered products, and usually associated with small impact 

parameter collisions. (b) Stripping direct abstraction in which the Cl atom abstracts an H atom when passing 

by the propene molecule at larger impact parameters, giving smaller scattering angles. (c) Roaming 

abstraction, with the Cl atom orbiting around the propene molecule before detaching an H atom. (d) Delayed 

abstraction, in which the Cl atom adds to one or other of the carbon atoms making up the double bond and 

alternates between the two before abstracting an H atom if its momentum carries it towards the methyl 

group when the addition complex falls apart. 
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The competing mechanisms of reaction illustrated in Figure 9 are now explored in further detail.  

Defining a set of internal coordinates helps monitor the movement of the Cl atom with respect to 

three carbon atoms. The coordinates illustrated in Figure 10 are the distance r between the Cl atom 

and the centre of the C(1)  C(2) bond; the distance atom rCl-C(2) between the Cl atom and central 

carbon; the Jacobi angle  between r and the C=C bond (with = 0 towards the central C atom); and 

the dihedral angle  between r and the plane of the three carbon atoms of propene.  Figure 10 also 

illustrates the different interactions experienced by the Cl and propene during extended trajectories.  

The trajectory plotted in Fig. 10(b) can be sub-divided into two regimes: formation of internally excited 

1-chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl radicals and exchange between them, and roaming of the Cl atom 

about the propene molecule. Preference for >90o and 2.5 Å  rCl-C(2)  3.0 Å indicate that the system 

favors the 1-chloropropyl radical state.  Jumps to smaller values of rCl-C(2) and <90o indicate transitions 

to 2-chloropropyl. When sufficient energy is transferred to coordinates involving displacement of the 

Cl atom, the atom starts to roam around the propene moiety, indicated by the large amplitude 

variations of the three internal coordinates at late times after the broken abscissa. Finally, an 

abstraction reaction takes place to form HCl and allyl radicals.  A purely roaming abstraction trajectory 

is shown in panels (c) and (d) of Figure 10.  
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Figure 10: Examples of the dynamics contributing to long-lived but rare types of trajectory. (a)  The internal 

coordinate system defined to describe the motion of the Cl atom relative to the three carbon atoms of 

propene. (b) A trajectory in which the HCl is formed by delayed abstraction via 1-chloropropyl and 2-

chloropropyl complexes; the plot shows the changes in rCl-C(2) (black) and in the angles  (red) and  (blue).  For 

the first 70 ps, the Cl atom hops between the two potential energy wells of 1- and 2-chloropropyl.  The split 

abscissa highlights the extended rCl-C(2) distances as Cl roams around the molecule for about 3 ps before the H 

atom is abstracted. Panels (c) and (d) show two different representations of roaming dynamics in a different 

trajectory; (c)  time variation of the dihedral angle  illustrating how the Cl atom orbits the carbon backbone 

of the propene before removing an H atom from the methyl group; (d) concomitant changes to rCl-C(2) (black) 

and  (red).  
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Figure 11:  Probability distributions of the internal coordinates rCl-C(2),  and  with the time as the 

reaction progresses for encounters between Cl atoms and propene molecules.  The three 

columns are for the direct abstraction (EVB1, left), restricted EVB (EVB2, center) and full EVB 

(EVB3, right) potential energy surfaces.  The coordinates plotted are rCl-C(2) (top row),  (middle 

row) and  (bottom row), as defined in Fig. 10(a) and the main text.  Each vertical slice in a panel 

corresponds to a time bin and is normalized to unity. 

 

Further representations of the outcomes of the trajectory calculations provide additional mechanistic 

insights.  For example, Figure 11 shows plots of the variation with time as the reaction progresses of 

the mean values of the three coordinates: rCl–C(2),  and  (see Fig. 10(a)) for trajectories computed on 

each of the three EVB surfaces. The large ClC(2) separation during the first few hundred 

femtoseconds is characteristic of rebound reactive collisions in which the Cl atom does not come close 

to the middle carbon atom. The mean value of rCl–C(2) gradually shifts toward smaller values of about 4 

Å which is indicative of stripping dynamics during which the reactant Cl atom and the product HCl pass 

by the carbon frame of the molecule over times in the range 300500 fs. Restriction of the dihedral 

angle  to the ranges 0–90° and 270–360° is purely geometrical in origin, because of the orientation 
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of the methyl group with respect to the C(1)=C(2) bond. The 1-chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl 

radicals show up as horizontal bands in the angle  after 700 fs for calculations using the EVB2 and 

EVB3 PESs which include interaction with the double-bond region. The �̅� band centred around 135° 

corresponds to the 1-chloro isomer (the anti-Markovnikov addition), whereas the much weaker band 

around 45° indicates the 2-chloro (Markovnikov) isomer. The 2-chloro isomer is even less favored in 

trajectories computed using the full EVB surface (EVB3).  

The mobility of the Cl-atom between isomers and around the carbon-atom framework makes the 

distributions of the dihedral angle �̅� somewhat diffuse.  Despite more than 100 kJ mol-1 of excess 

energy in these radicals, however, the  values are mostly distributed around the the RMP2/6-

311G(d,p) equilibrium dihedral angles of 80°/280° and 120°/240° for the 1-chloropropyl and 2-

chloropropyl radicals respectively. For reactions lasting longer than 700 fs, the average fractions of 

time spent as 1-chloro or 2-chloro radicals, or undergoing roaming are 93%, 4% and 3% respectively 

for the restricted EVB2 potential.  The corresponding ratios are 97%, 1.6% and 1.4% on the full EVB3 

surface. 

The low probability of reaction via mechanisms other than direct H-atom abstraction provides some 

rationale for the observation of HCl(v=0 and 1) products of the Cl + 2,3-dimethylbut-2-ene reaction in 

solution in chloroform or carbon tetrachloride.11  This reaction is mechanistically similar to the Cl + 

propene reaction studied here.  Collisions with solvent molecules can stabilize the chloroalkyl radicals 

formed by addition of the Cl atom to the central C=C bond of the alkene, but our quasi-classical 

trajectory calculations indicate that only a small fraction of trajectories sample this addition pathway.  

For the Cl + 2,3-dimethylbut-2-ene reaction, in which four times as many methyl H atoms surround 

the C=C bond, direct abstraction will prevail even more.  The available evidence points towards 

dynamics of the reactions in these chlorinated solvents that are little changed from those for isolated 

collisions in the gas phase; direct H-atom abstraction dominates, with significant branching to 
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vibrationally hot HCl.  The similarities and differences are currently under further examination in 

simulations that use the EVB3 PES and incorporate explicit solvent molecules. 

 

4.  Conclusions 

A global potential energy surface has been created to describe the reaction of Cl atoms with propene.  

The PES is based on approximately 1000 high level ab initio potential energies points corresponding 

to different geometries of the nuclei.  These points are fitted using an empirical valence bond model 

that provides a continuous potential energy function for quasi-classical trajectory calculations.   The 

full PES includes a direct H-atom abstraction pathway, two deep minima associated with the 1-

chloropropyl and 2-chloropropyl radicals, and a pathway linking these regions.  Reduced versions of 

the EVB model fit allow exploration of the significance of different regions of the PES on the reaction 

dynamics, a strength of the EVB approach. 

Analysis of 56,000, 27,000, 14,000 zero-point energy conserving reactive trajectories, run on three 

differently constructed EVB surfaces, reveals several interesting facets of the dynamics of this Cl + 

alkene reaction.  The predominant dynamics are similar to those of Cl atoms with alkanes, even though 

propene contains only a single sp3 hybridized carbon atom.  Interaction of the Cl atom with the C=C 

double bond contributes more complex dynamical pathways.  In these longer-lived reactions, the Cl 

atom adds temporarily to one or other of the unsaturated carbon atoms, and can roam around the 

propene framework before removing an allylic hydrogen atom.  Although the sp2 hybridized carbon 

atoms and their vinylic H atoms constitute about half of the geometric area of the propene molecule, 

fewer than 10% of reactive encounters follow these indirect reaction routes.  The majority of the 

reactive events lead to forward scattering of HCl products, which form in either v=0 or 1 with 

approximately equal propensity.  These HCl molecules are rotationally hotter than in Cl + alkane 

reactions.  These computational outcomes are in qualitative, and in some cases quantitative 
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agreement with experimental measurements of this reaction.6, 8  The global PES, although subject to 

some fitting errors through use of the EVB method, provides a good description of the dynamics of 

reaction of Cl atoms with propene.  The extendable properties of the EVB formalism offer ready 

applications of the current work to both related alkene reactants and to liquid-phase simulations.  
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